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Abstract

For many knowledge intensive applications, it
is necessary to have extensive domain-specific
knowledge in addition to general-purpose knowl-
edge bases usually built around Machine Read-
able Dictionaries. This paper presents a method-
ology for acquiring domain specific knowledge
from text and classifying the concepts learned
into an ontology that extends WordNet. The
method was tested for three seed concepts se-
lected from the financial domain: interest rate,
stock market, and inflation. Queries were formed
with each of these concepts and a small cor-
pus of 500 sentences was extracted automatically
from the Internet for each concept. The system
learned a total of 151 new concepts and 69 new
relations.

Domain Knowledge

The knowledge is infinite and no matter how large a
knowledge base becomes, it is not possible to store all
the concepts and procedures for all domains. Even
if that was possible, the knowledge is generative and
there are no guarantees that a system will have the
latest information all the time. And yet, if we are to
build common sense knowledge processing systems in
the future, it is necessary to have general-purpose and
domain-specific knowledge that is up to date.

A possible solution to this problem is to build an
automatic knowledge acquisition system that extracts
knowledge from texts for the purpose of merging it
with a core ontological knowledge base. The attempt
to create a knowledge base manually is time consuming
and error prone, even for small application domains,
and we believe that automatic knowledge acquisition
and classification is the only viable solution to large
knowledge intensive applications.

This paper presents a method that acquires new con-
cepts and relations associated with some seed concepts,
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and classifies them using the WordNet linguistic knowl-
edge structure. The sources of the new knowledge are
texts acquired from the Internet. At the present time,
our system works in a semi-automatic mode, in the
sense that it acquires concepts and relations automat-
ically, but their validation is done by the user.

WordNet 1.6 is one of the largest machine readable
dictionaries containing over 160,000 words grouped in
91,000 synsets and linked by 350,000 relations (Fell-
baum 1998). WordNet is a general-purpose lexicon,
meaning that it contains only the most commonly used
words, and relations that always hold. Practically in
any domain, being finance, scientific domains, or sports
there axe specific terms, acronyms, proper names and
procedures commonly used by that domain experts
that cannot be found in ordinary dictionaries. In many
knowledge intensive applications, such as High Per-
formance Knowledge Bases (Cohen et al.1998), Ques-
tion Answering (TREC-8 1999), Information Extrac-
tion (Muslea 1999) and others, it is necessary to have
extensive domain knowledge that is beyond what is
currently available in WordNet. To facilitate reason-
ing, domain knowledge should not be acquired in vac-
uum, it should expand an existent ontology and Word-
Net provides a very good skeletal structure for this.

Learn new concepts

Select seed concepts
New domain knowledge can be acquired around some
seed concepts that a user considers important. In this
paper we focused on the financial domain, and used
three seed concepts: interest rate, stock market, and
inflation. The knowledge we seek to acquire relates
to one or more of these concepts, and consists of new
concepts that are not defined in WordNet and relations
that link these concepts with other WordNet concepts.

For example, from the sentence: When the US econ-
omy enters a boom, mortgage interest rates rise, the
system learns: (1) the new concept mortgage interest
rate not defined in WordNet but related to the seed
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concept interest rate, and (2) that between the state
of the US economy and the value of mortgage interest
rate there is a DIRECT RELATIONSHIP.

Extract sentences containing the seed concepts
Queries are formed with each seed concept to extract
documents from the Internet. The documents re-
trieved are further processed such that we retain only
the sentences that contain the seed concepts. In our
experiments, the number of sentences was arbitrarily
limited to 500 for each seed.

Extract new concepts
In this paper only noun concepts are considered. Since
most likely, one word nouns are defined in WordNet,
the focus here is on compound nouns, or nouns with
modifiers that have meaning but are not in WordNet.

The new concepts directly related to the seeds are
extracted from the noun phrases (NPs) in which the
seeds reside. In our example, we see that the seed be-
longs to the mortgage interest_rate noun phrase. This
way, from all the parsed sentences a list of NPs that
contain the seeds is assembled. Every such NP is con-
sidered a potential new concept. This is only the raw
material from which actual concepts are to be discove-
red.

Two distinct cases are considered.

Case 1. NP in which the seed is the head noun, [word,
word,..see~, where word can be a noun or an adjective.
For example, [interest_ rate] is in WordNet, but [short
term real interest_rate] is not in WordNet. Most of the
new concepts related to a seed are generated this way.

Case 2. NP in which the seed is not the head noun
[word, word,..seed, word, wor~; for example [inflation
risk], or [international interest_rate differentia~.

The following procedure is used to extract concepts,
and is applicable in both cases:

Procedure 1 : Concept extraction.
Input: Noun phrases that contain the seed concept.
Output: New concepts constructed around the seed.

Step 1. WordNet reduction. Search NP for two or
more consecutive words that are defined in WordNet
as concepts. Thus [long term interest rate] becomes
[long_term interest_rate], ~rime interest rate] becomes
~prime_interest_rate], as all hyphenated concepts are in
WordNet.

Step 2. Dictionary reduction. For each NP, fur-
ther search in other on-line dictionaries for more com-
pound concepts. Many domain-specific dictionaries
are available on-line. For example, [mortgage inter-
est_rate] becomes [mortgage_interest_rate], since it is

defined in the on-line dictionary OneLook Dictionar-
ies (http://www.onelook.com).

The following example shows a partial list of con-
cepts from the NPs containing interest rate:

[long_term interest_rate] [prime_interest_rate] [mort-
gage_interest_rate] [US short_term interesLrate] [inter-
est_rate_risk] [interest_rate analysis] [Federal_Reserve inter-
est_rate hike] [interest_rate derivative_securities]

Since we lack a formal definition of a concept, it is
not feasible to completely automate the process of con-
cept learning. The human may inspect the list with the
remaining noun phrases and decide whether to accept
or decline each concept.

Concept classification
The next step is to create a taxonomy for the newly
acquired concepts that is consistent with WordNet. In
addition to creating an ontology, this step is also use-
ful to validate the concepts we acquired above. The
classification is based on the subsumption relation.

Procedure 2: Classification by subsumption
Input: A list of NPs containing the seed as head noun
Output : An ontology of concepts under the seed

Step 1. Take out all adjectives from the NPs, with
the following two exceptions:

1. if the adjective is part of a concept determined with
Procedure 1 (e.g.: nominal interest rate), and

2. if the adjective comes from a proper noun (PN) and
the relationship holds: POSSESSOR(PN, N) (e.g.: Eu-
ropean interest rate).

Step 2. Classify concepts of the form [word, seed],
where word is a noun or an adjective which belongs
to one of the exceptions from Step 1. The classifi-
cation is based on the simple idea that a compound
concept [word, seed] is ontologically subsumed by con-
cept [seed]. For example, mortgage_interest_rate is a
kind of interest_rate, thus linked by a relation HYVER-
NYM(interest_rate, mortgage_interest_rate).

Similarly, for a relative classification of any two con-
cepts [wordl, seed] and [word2, seed], the ontological
relation between wordl and word2 if it exists is ex-
tended to the two concepts. In the case that wordl
subsumes word2, a relation is formed between the two
concepts. An example is HYPERNYM(European in-
terest_rate, German_interest_rate), since in WordNet
there is the relation HYPERNYM(Europe, Germany).
This applies also in the cases when wordl and word2
are linked via a chain of subsumption relations, since
subsumption is usually a transitive relation.
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In the case when between wordl and word2 there is
no subsumtion relation, we seek to establish whether
wordl and word2 have a common subsuming concept.
If found, pick the most specific common subsumer
(MSCS) concept of wordl and word2. Then form 
concept [MSCS(wordl, word2), seed] and place it un-
der [seed], and also place [word1, seed] and [word2,
seed] under [MSCS(wordl,word2), seed]. For example,
to classify [German interest_rate] and [Japanese inter-
est_rate], we find that [country interest_rate] subsumes
them both, as in WordNet [country] is the MSCS of
[Germany] and [Japan].

Step 3. The final step here is to group the adjec-
tives striped from the NPs in Step 1, based on the
synonymy or antonymy relations defined in WordNet.
The adjectives provide a set of attributes or features
for the noun concepts. We observed that the adjectives
modifying a concept in the ontology could also modify
other concepts in the same ontology under the seed.

The following figure shows a part of the noun on-
tology learned for the interest rate, and the adjectives
used to modify these concepts (the emphasized concepts
were already in WordNet, while the concepts marked with
a star (*) were discovered with Procedure 2, Step 2).

interest rate
prime interest rate
Federal Reserve interest rate
market interest rate
nominal intereSt rate
variable interest rate
mortgage interest rate
real interest rate
*country interest rate Value

*Asian country interest rate -high
Japan interest rate -low

*European country interest rate -maxim
German interest rate

*North American country interest rate Direction
Canadian interest rate -falling

*South American country interest rate -rising
Brazilian interest rate -stable

Time
-short-term
-long-term
-annual
-overnight
-future
-current

In Table 1 we summarize the number of concepts
extracted from the 1500 sentence corpus A. First, it
is shown the number of unique NPs containing each
seed, then the concepts acquired with Procedure 1,
followed by the concepts accepted by human.

Learn Relations

Texts are a rich source of information from which in
addition to concepts we can also learn relations be-
tween concepts. We are interested here on finding out
the relations that link the concepts extracted above
with other concepts from WordNet. The approach is to
search for lexico-syntactic patterns comprising the con-
cepts of interest. The semantic relations from WordNet
are the first we search for, as it is only natural to add

I a I b [ c I
[ Total potential concepts (NPs) [ 431 [ 237 J 322 I

Total concepts extracted with Procedure 1
Concepts found
in WordNet 2 0 1
Concepts found in Concepts with
on-line dictionaries, seed head 3 0 3
but not in WordNet Concepts with seed

but not head 2 0 1

Concepts accepted by human [ 53 [ 48 I 38 [

Table 1: Results showing the number of new concepts learned from
the corpus A related to (a) interest rate, (b) stock market, and (c)
inflation.

more of these relations to an enhanced WordNet knowl-
edge base. However, there are other semantic relations
between concepts that do not have a correspondent in
WordNet relations, thus through an iterative process
we enlarge the set with new basic semantic relations
that occur frequently in connection with the seed con-
cepts.

In this section we present briefly the main steps of
two related procedures that detect the relationships
between the newly acquired concepts and other Word-
Net concepts. The procedure is broken down into two
parts. Part (a) learns lexical patterns in which seman-
tic relations can be expressed, and part (b) learns new
connections between concepts. A new training corpus
of 500 sentences, B, containing the seed concepts was
extracted from the Internet (mostly from CNNfn).

Procedure 3a: Learn lexico-syntactic patterns
Input : Training corpus B and semantic relation types
Output: Basic lexico-syntactic patterns in which se-
mantic relations can be expressed

Step 1. Pick a semantic relation from WordNet, P~,
(such as HYPERNYMY), or other relation that is known
to be important for a seed, denoted as Rs. For exam-
ple, by inspecting a few sentences containing interest
rate one can notice that INFLUENCE is a frequently used
relation. Start with one relation at a time.

Step 2. Pick a pair of words, not necessarily seeds,
among which there is the relation R selected in Step
i. Let’s consider the INFLUENCE relation:

interest rate INFLUENCES ear’f~ings, or

credit worthiness INFLUENCES interest rate.

Step 3. Search on the corpus for all instances when
the pairs of two concepts selected above occur in the
same sentence. Extract the lexico-syntactic patterns
that link the two concepts in a pair. Examples are:

1. "The graph indicates the impact on earnings from several
different interest rates". From this sentence extract
the pattern that is generally applicable: [impact on
NP~ from NP1] ~ INFLUENCE(NP1, NP2)
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2. "As the credit worthiness decreases, the interest rate in-
creases". From this sentence extract another pattern
that is generally applicable: [as NPI vbl, NP2 vb~] &
[vbl and vb~ are antonymes] ==~INFLUENCE(NP1, NP2).

Step 4. Repeat from Step 1 for all the semantic rela-
tions in which one is interested.

Now that the patterns were extracted, they can be
applied on a larger corpus in order to find new links
between concepts.

Procedure 3b: Learn new relationships between con-
cepts
Input : (1) The seed concepts list, (2) concepts learned
with Procedure 1 and classified with Procedure 2,
(3) the corpus A and (4) the patterns acquired 
Procedure 3a
Output: New relationships between concepts

Step 1. Using the new lexico-syntactic patterns found
with Procedure 3a, search the corpus A for all con-
cepts connected with a seed or a concept containing a
seed via the same patterns. Repeat Step 1 for all seed
concepts and for all concepts classified with Procedure
2.

Step 2. Repeat from Step 1 for all relations.

These Procedures were implemented and the results
are shown in Table 2. In addition to the WordNet
relation HYPERaNYMY, two other semantic relations oc-
curred frequently in our corpus: INFLUENCE, and CAU-
SATION. From the training corpus B, Procedure 3a
discovered lexico-syntactic patterns for each of these
semantic relations (Table 2 shows the most general
ones). Then, according with Procedure3b, a search
was implemented to automatically find these patterns
on corpus A. The procedure provided a total of 147
patterns in which at least one of the seeds occurred.
From these, by inspection we have accepted 69 and
rejected 78. The columns a, b, and c in Table 2 indi-
cate the exact number of occurrences for each pattern,
along with an example. These 69 occurrences provide
relationships between the seed concepts or concepts de-
termined with Procedure 1 and other WordNet con-
cepts, and are added to WordNet.

Again, the intervention to accept or reject relation-
ships is necessary mainly due to our system inability
of handling coreference resolution and other complex
linguistic phenomena. For example, the sentence The
UK Budget has useful measures designed to help small
businesses but its impact on interest rates is now seen
as dependent on the General Election is rejected be-
cause we cannot determine automatically the referent.

Applications

An application in need of domain-specific knowledge is
Question Answering. The concepts and the relations
acquired can be useful in answering difficult questions
that normally cannot be easily answered just by using
the information from WordNet.

Consider the following questions:

1. What factors have an impact on the interest rate?
2. What happens with the unemployment rate when

inflation rises?
3. How does deflation influence prices?

Figure 1 shows a small portion of the knowl-
edge acquired that helps to answer these questions.
Procedure 1 learned the concepts real interest rate
and nominal interest rate placed by Procedure 2 un-
der their hypernym interest rate. The other unbolded
concepts were already in WordNet. The relationships
were learned with Procedure 3.

Figure 1: A sample of concepts and relationships acquired from
the 1500 sentence corpus. Legend: continue lines represent influ-
ence in~erae proportionally, dashed lines represent influence direct
proportioncdly, and dotted lines represent influence (the direction
of the relation was not specified in the text).

The first question can be easily answered by extracting
the relationships that point to the interest rate con-
cept. The factors that influence the interest rate are
credit worthiness and economic growth.

The last two questions ask for more detailed informa-
tion about the complex relationships among these con-
cepts. Following the path from the deflation concept
up to prices, the system learns that deflation influences
direct proportionally real interest rate, and real interest
rate has an inverse proportional impact on prices. Both
these relationships came from the sentence: Thus, the
deflation and the real interest rate are positively corre-
lated, and so a higher real interest rate leads to falling
prices.

Conclusions

The knowledge acquisition technology described above
is applicable to any domain, by simply selecting appro-
priate seed concepts. We started with three concepts
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Rel.tlone I Rnlos l n I b [ c [
Examples

WordNet Relations

HYPEENYMY NP1, including NP2,..NPn 3 0 0 There are a variety of swaps products, including interest rate,
=e~ HYPERNYMY(NPi,NP1) currency, and basis swaps.
NPI [~be~] a sort of NP2 I 0 0 Thus, LIBOK is a kind of interest rate, as it is charged on
~ HYPEaNYMY(NPI,NP2) deposits between banks in the Eurodolar market.
NPI, such as NP2 3 4 3 .. regional stock markets such as Cincinnati Stock Ezchange and
~ HYPERNYMY(NP1,NP2) Philadelphia Stock Ezchange.

New Relations

CAUSE

INFLUENCE

NP1 [~be>] cause NP2
CAUSE(NP1,NP2) ill°

impact on NP2 from NP1 2 3
~ INFLUE~CE(NPI,NP2)
As NPI vb, so do/does NP2 =~ INFLCE.~CE~NPI,NP2) 0 0
NP1 ~be> associated with NP2 2 2
~. INFLUENCE(NP1,NP2), INFLUENCE(NP2,NPI)
AS NPI vbl, NP2, vb2. -I- 1 1

vbl, vb2 -~ antonymes =~ INFLUENCE(NPI,NP2)
NP1 (and thus NP2) 1 0
::~ INFLUENCE(NP1,NP2)
if NP1 vbl, NP2 vb2. -I- vbl, vb2 ~ go in 3 0
the same direction =~ INFLUENCE(NP1,NP2)
if NPI vbl, NP2 vb2. -F vbl, vb2 ~ antonymes or 2 O
go in opposite direction =~ INFLUENCE(NP1,NP2)
the effect of NPI on/upon NP2 0 2
~ INFLUENCE(NP I,NP2)
inverse relation between NF1 and NP2 0 O
::~ INFLUENCE(NP1,NP2), INFLUENCE(NP2,NP1)
NP1 reflect NP2 2 1
=~ INFLUENCEINPI,NP2)
NP1 lead toNP2 2 0
=~ INFLUENCE(NP1,NP2)
NP1 and NP2 ~be~ negatively correlated 1 O
:~ INFLUENCE(NP1,NP2)
NP2 <~be~ determined by NP1 0 0
::~ INFLUENCE(NP1,NP2)

When NP1 vbl, NP2 vb2 -{- 2 O
vbl, vb2 ~ antonymes / go in
opposite directions =# INFLUENCE(NP1,NP2)

But if we don’t consider external factors, we can assume that
high interest rates are causing unemployment.Ill

3 The graph indicates the impact on earnlng~ from several
different interest rates.

1 AS the economM picks up stream, so does znflation.
6 Higher interest rates are normally associated with

weaker stock markets.
O As the credit worthiness decreases, the interest rate increases.

0 We believe that the 30-year Treasury bond (and thus )
referent rates is in a downward cycle.

1 Traders said that if U.S. interest rates rise, dollars
would head north, erasing interest in the local market.

1 On the other hand, if interest rate~ go down, bonds go up,
and your bond becomes more valuable.

5 The effects of inflation upon debtor~ and creditors
varies as the actual inflation is compared to the expected one.

1 There exists an inverse relationship between unemployment rates
and inflation, best illustrated by the Phillips Curve.

3 As a rough approximation, at least, nominal interest rates
reflect rate~ of inflation.

I Thus s higher inflation (really, expected inflation since it’s
the future that matters) leads to higher nominal interest rates.

0 The chart shows that interest rate and equities are negatively
correlated: when intereat rate~ climb, equitiea do poorly.

1 Under the new system, the higher taxation will automatically
be determined by inflation - as new car prices rise,
the assessed tax benefit will rise in proportion.

3 Phillips, a British economist, stated in 1958 that when
inflation rises the unemployment rate decreases and
when inflation decreases the unemployment rate increases.

Table 2: Relations derived from the 1500 sentence corpus

interest rate, stock market, and inflation and acquired
a total of 151 new concepts and 18 distinct lexico-
syntactic relations used in 69 instances to link the seed
ontologies with other WordNet concepts. Most impor-
tantly, the new concepts can be integrated with an
existing ontology, and the type of the new relations is
small which is helpful for reasoning activities.

At this time the method is not yet fully automated,
but it gives the user choices and the user only has to ac-
cept or decline the concepts and relationships learned.
The manual selection and validation of concepts and
relationships took on average 25 minutes per seed.
This is a big gain of time, considering that currently
the acquisition of new knowledge is done manually.
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